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ABSTRACT 
 
Using organisms from extreme terrestrial environments as models for extraterrestrial l ife may lead us to underestimate 
the range of environments that life may inhabit. An alternative approach is to inspect the range of conditions over which 
crucial biomolecules might function. Recent investigations of enzyme activity suggest that they have the potential to 
function over a wider range of environmental conditions than expected. Although the upper temperature limit for 
enzyme stability is unclear, some enzymes are active up to 130oC. The evidence is that that the instability of enzymes is 
a functional requirement, rather than because of any restraint on achieving higher stability.  There is no evidence that 
enzyme activity ceases at low temperatures; it declines in a predictable manner to the lowest temperature at which it has 
been possible to make measurements, -100oC. It has been generally accepted that dehydration stops enzyme activity but 
this acceptance may have arisen partly from the technical difficulty of assessing enzyme activity without a fluid 
medium for diffusion. Experiments using anhydrous organic solvents or gas phase substrates suggest activity occurs in 
enzymes at very low hydration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Using organisms from extreme terrestrial environments as models of extraterrestrial life may lead us to underestimate 
the range of environments that life may inhabit. An alternative approach is to inspect the range of conditions over which 
biomolecules may be expected to function. Since virtually all cell functions depend on enzyme action, we consider here 
the properties of enzymes that might limit their functions under extreme conditions 
 
The current general paradigm relating enzyme dynamics to activity suggests that enzymes need to be sufficiently 
flexible to be catalytically active, but not so flexible that they readily denature1-3. This explains why enzymes tend to 
denature 20?C above their "design" temperature. Too much stability would mean not enough flexibility for effective 
catalysis, too little stability means too short a useful lifetime. As we might expect from this flexibility/stability/activity 
relationship, although at room temperature “thermophilic” enzymes have been shown to be more rigid than their 
counterpart mesophilic enzymes, their flexibility (and specific activity, and half-life) is similar when each is at their 
"evolved" temperature2. So although it was once supposed that the upper temperature limit for life might be determined 
by the upper stability limits of enzymes, the evidence now is that the exact reverse is the case.  The maximum 
temperature for life is about 110?C, and for enzyme stability about 130oC2. We do not find enzymes stable at 150?C, for 
example, because their rigidity would impair their activity at 110oC. For more stable natural enzymes we need 
organisms growing at higher temperatures, not vice versa.  
 
At the other end of the temperature range, it has been suggested that enzyme function must cease at the dynamic 
transition of proteins4-5, which occurs at about –50oC; but enzyme activity has been measured over the years at 
succesively lower temperatures: So far down to –100C, with no obvious lower limit6.  
 
A more serious restriction might seem to be enzyme hydration. It is generally accepted that protein hydration is 
essential for enzyme catalysis to occur, and that dry enzymes are inactive. Although there are varying estimates of the 
degree of hydration required for activity, a threshold value of about 0.2 g H2O.g
-1 protein is generally accepted7-9. This 
is the level of hydration that will be achieved by a protein in at atmosphere of a relative humidity of about 80%. 
However evidence is accumulating that enzyme activity occurs at much lower hydration levels, and that the higher 
estimates may have arisen partly from the technical difficulty of assessing enzyme activity without a fluid medium for 
diffusion. 
 
2. HIGH-TEMPERATURE STABILITY/ACTIVITY 
 
A variety of enzymes are known that have significant half lives at >100°C
 
(Table 1). Several structural studies have 
compared such proteins to much less stable variants from mesophiles11-13. Considering these results as a whole, the most 
significant finding is that although there are structural differences between very stable and “normal” enzymes, there is 
no pattern of systematic structural differences. Within a closely related group of enzymes there is evidence for a pattern 
of small differences between the more and less stable variants, but for a different group of enzymes the changes will be 
different: Overall, in structural terms the differences between very stable and less stable enzymes are no greater than the 
differences within the groups, and it is evident that structural changes are not a requirement for changed stability.  This 
finding is entirely in keeping with early theoretical studies indicating that the tertiary structures of proteins are only 
marginally stable. [see ref 2]. Point mutational studies have shown that replacement of a single amino acid (and thus 
apparent removal of a single stabilizing interaction) can have a significant effect on stability without any detectable 
effect on the three-dimensional structure14. There is no evidence that in any protein all the amino acid residues are 
participating in stabilizing interactions. Because of this, and because each additional interaction can have such a marked 
stabilizing effect, it is difficult to determine what might be the upper limit for conformational stability. The temperature 
dependence of hydrophobic interactions suggests that these may be weak at 140°C[N], so that this might seem to set an 
upper limit: But the hydrophobic interaction and the magnitude of its contribution to protein stability is incompletely 
understood9,15. Since stability also depends on other interactions, as well as on any factors that may destabilize the 
unfolded state, then even if hydrophobic interactions are much weaker above 140°C this may not represent an upper 
temperature limit for protein stability. 
 
There is strong evidence for, in general terms, an inverse correlation of conformational stability with specific activity, 
via molecular flexibility1-3. While enzyme activity is dependent upon flexibility, a less flexible enzyme will be more 
stable. The broadest general evidence for this is the finding that, at any given temperature, as a group enzymes from 
thermophiles are more stable, less flexible, and less active than those from mesophiles. Together with the general 
structural and functional identity of stable and less stable enzymes, this leads to the view that the instability of enzymes 
from mesophiles is a functional requirement, rather than because of any restraint on achieving higher stability. It is 
required so that enzymes have sufficient flexibility to perform their catalytic functions: i.e., enzymes tend to be 
denatured at temperatures not very far above their evolved or ‘design’ temperature because too much stability would 
mean not enough flexibility for effective catalysis, whereas too little stability would mean too short a useful lifetime2. 
An additional requirement for instability can be inferred from the finding that, irrespective of whether or not they are 
denatured, stable proteins are more resistant to proteolysis 16. A balance between stabilizing and destabilizing 
interactions is required to meet the conflicting demands of stability on the one hand, and catalytic function and cellular 
turnover on the other. As a consequence, if we consider only conformational stability, we may postulate that the reason 
we have not found proteins that are stable much above 130°C is because we have not found organisms growing much 
above 110°C (rather than vice versa). 
 
This general paradigm relating enzyme activity to stability via dynamics, nicely explains many observations. But we 
must bear in mind that the dynamics involved in activity is global, while that involved in activity may be local. Proteins 
exhibit a variety of internal motions, that cover a wide range of amplitudes (0.01 to 100 Å) and timescales (10-15 to > 1 
s). Which of these are essential for enzymatic activity, and how these motions couple to each other, is not yet known. 
While it is evident that many of the motions involved in enzyme flexibility must occur over significantly shorter 
timescales than those of the enzyme rate-limiting step, the nature of the dynamic changes required for catalysis are 
unclear: for example, whether they are local or global, fast or slow17,18.  
 
Although conformational stability can be maintained at high temperatures, irreversible degradative processes can lead to 
enzyme inactivation19.  In contrast to denaturation, the irreversible processes of protein inactivation arise from changes 
in covalent bonding.  Deamidation of the amide side chain of asn and gln, and succinimide formation are the most 
common amino acid degradations.  These reactions have high activation energies and are thus greatly accelerated by 
high temperatures, and so have the potential to play a particularly important role in the inactivation of enzymes at high 
temperatures.  
 
However, the mechanisms and rate of degradation vary dramatically in different enzymes since they are mediated by 
protein structure and can be highly dependent upon local flexibility and neighboring amino acid residues. A survey of 
environments around Asp and Asn resides in known three-dimensional protein structures suggests that the rigidity of 
the folded protein greatly decreases the intramolecular imide formation necessary for degradation. At 37°C the rate of 
deamidation has been shown to be higher for small peptides, which have high flexibility, than for proteins when 
comparing the same amino acid sequence20, and higher in denatured than in native proteins21. In other words, there is 
evidence that the resistance to degradation of a protein is linked to its conformational integrity and that the degradative 
reactions to which proteins are subject are slower or do not occur in conformationally intact proteins, at least up to 
100°C. In other words, the upper temperature limit for protein stability may be determined by the conformational 
integrity of the protein. Although few studies on conformational or degradative stability above 100°C have been made, 
they support these findings2,22. 
 
3. LOW-TEMPERATURE ACTIVITY/STABILITY 
 
Since enzyme activity cannot be observed in the absence of a medium for the diffusion of substrate and 
product in and out of the active site, activity in aqueous solutions is not observed below their freezing 
points. However, cryoenzymology, which uses cryosolvents to enable the detection of activity at lower 
temperatures, is a well established field of enzymology23-25. The lowest temperatue at which enzyme 
activity has been measured to date is –100oC6. 
 
Activity at these temperatures is several orders of magnitude lower that at physiological temperatures. For 
the detection of enzyme activity at the lowest temperatures, assay reactions therefore involve long 
incubations and relatively high enzyme concentrations. The general procedure involves mixing enzyme 
and substrate below the desired reaction temperature, heating to the reaction temperature, then finally 
stopping the reaction with an agent such as sodium hydroxide in methanol. After slow warming to room 
temperature, end products can be measured. Control experiments are crucial to ensure that the activity 
measured was enzymic, and that any change in activity with temperature was not due to denaturation, 
substrate limitation, to pH effects, or failure to stop the reaction completely.  
 
In the examples described below, full activity of the enzymes could be recovered after incubation in the 
cryosolvents at the temperatures used. Neither of the enzymes studied showed any evidence for cold 
denaturation. This is perhaps surprising given the very low temperatures and that the cryosolvents might be 
expected to have a tendency to denature the enzymes, but the results are consistent with those found for a 
variety of other enzymes studied well below 0o C24-26. 
 
There are two factors causing reduced activity at low temperatures. Temperature itself has an effect, and 
the extent of this effect is governed by the Arrhenius activation energy (Ea). Most cryosolvents raise the 
Arrhenius activation energy and hence the rate at which activity decreases as the tenperature is lowered. 
This may be due to effects of solvent on the enzyme structure, or on the reaction catalysed27,28. The 
Arrhenius activation energy (Ea) for catalase was 15 kJ/mol in buffer, 48kJ/mol in DMSO/ethylene glycol 
and 60 kJ/mol in methanol/ethylene glycol6. Table 2 shows the extent of these effects. 
 
Alkaline Phosphatase activity has been measured to –100o C, using methanol:ethylene glycol:water 
(70:10:20) as the cryosolvent (Fig. 1). Due to the slow enzymatic rates at low temperatures these points 
show some scatter, but there is no evidence for any significant deviation from linearity of the Arrhenius 
plot and a line of best fit gives an Arrhenius activation energy of 55 kJmol-1, compared with 41 kJmol-1, in 
aqueous solution6.  
 
There is no evidence for any intrinsic lower temperature limit for enzyme activity. We do not know 
whether there is a lower temperature limit for enzyme activity above absolute zero. It is possible that an 
extrinsic limiting factor will be the necessity for a fluid medium to allow substrate and product diffusion.  
 
We believe the work has implications for life at low temperatures. The use of cryosolvents has the combined effect of 
reducing enzyme activity and increasing the Arrhenius activation energy. The result has been enzyme activities at -90oC 
which are between 5 and 7 orders of magnitude lower than at 20oC. Thus the turnover rate for catalase of more than 105 
sec-1 at 20oC falls to 10 sec-1 in DMSO/ethylene glycol at -50oC and to 2.3 min -1 in methanol/ethylene glycol at -90oC 
(Table 2). But in a fluid medium that did not increase the Arrhenius activation energy or slow the reaction, the rate of 
reaction for catalase would fall less than 200-fold from +20oC to -100o C. However for alkaline phosphatase (and most 
other enzymes) the Arrhenius activation energy is higher than for catalase, so that at 40 kJ/mol the rate of reaction will 
decease from that at room temperature by more than104 fold at –90oC. Nevertheless, in the presence of a suitable fluid, 
there seems no obvious reason to regard cessation of enzyme activity as a factor limiting the emergence or survival of 
life at very low temperatures.  
 
4. ENZYME HYDRATION 
 
It is generally accepted water is necessary for life, and specifically that protein hydration is essential for enzyme 
catalysis to occur; i.e., that dry enzymes are inactive. Although there are varying estimates of the degree of hydration 
required for activity, a threshold value of about 0.2 g H2O.g
-1 protein, i.e. 0.2 h , is generally accepted7-9. However, one 
difficulty with measuring activity in enzyme powders of low hydration is the absence of a medium for the diffusion of 
substrate and product. The approach involving the rapid mixing and freeze drying of enzyme and substrate solutions, for 
example, is likely to lead to measurements of product release rather than catalysis, and if enzyme cofactors such as 
NAD are involved the rates may be limited by the local availability of these rather than the hydration state of the 
enzyme. There is good evidence from work on enzyme catalysis in dry organic solvents that activity may be possible at 
very low hydrations29,30, but interpretation of this work is complicated by the likelihood that the organic solvent is 
replacing water at sites on the enzyme, as well as performing a hydration function by loosening the structure31,32. 
However, hydrogenase activity has been observed in the dry state33, and we have observed enzyme activity in milk 
powders at < 0.06 h 34. 
 
To date, studies using enzyme catalysis of gas phase substrates have had a biotechnological focus [15-20] but the 
obviation of any need for a diffusion medium for substrate and product gives the technique important potential in 
determining the hydration limits within which enzyme activity is possible. We have examined the effect of hydration on 
enzyme catalysis, in the absence of any requirement for water as a diffusion medium, by using vapour phase substrates. 
This approach also avoids the complication found in organic solvent work that the solvent may be affecting protein 
structure and hydration. 
 
If enzyme catalysis is possible at appreciably lower hydration levels than 0.2 h (and in the absence of organic solvents), 
this will have significant implications for our understanding of the role of water in enzyme catalysis and protein 
structure. The onset of enzyme catalysis at the accepted value of ~0.2 h, corresponding in lysozyme to a water:enzyme 
mole ratio of ~160 and a surface coverage of 40-45% [21, 22], coincides with (1) a greater conformational freedom in 
the water arrangements on the protein surface; (2) a transition at ~0.25 h that is associated with the covering of the 
weakest interacting regions of the protein surface; and (3) the onset of intramolecular motions [1-5, 23-25]. Overall, 
hydration levels are thought to regulate the internal molecular motions that are necessary for catalysis, as well as acting 
as a diffusion medium. 
 
Candida rugosa  Lipase B and pig liver esterase were equilibrated to known hydration levels using atmospheres of 
specific RH (using saturated salt solutions), and the rate of hydrolysis of vapor phase ethyl butyrate investigated. We 
found enzyme activity to be possible at much lower hydrations than expected [Lind, Dunn, and Daniel, unpublished 
results]. 
 
Apart from the obvious implications for life under restricted hydration, it should be noted that the results suggest that 
the minimum size requirement for cells may be less than has been thought. 
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Figure legend 
 
Figure 1: Arrhenius plot of alkaline phosphatase 
Effect of temperature on the activity of alkaline phosphatase in methanol/ethylene glycol/water (70/10/20) [Data from ref 6] 
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Enzyme (Source)  
 
T 1/2 at 100°C 
 
 
Cellobiohydrolase (Thermotoga) 
 
 
>200 min 
? -Glucosidase (Thermotoga)  
 
90 min 
Xylosidase  (Thermotoga) 
 
150 min 
Esterase (Sulfolobus)  
 
60 min 
Hydrogenase (Pyrococcus) 
 
120 min 
Amylase (Pyrococcus) 
 
360 min 
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Thermoproteus) 
 
>120 min 
 
Table 1: Stability of some enzymes at 100°C 
T1/2 values are half-lives of activity under specified, but not identical, conditions of pH etc. [Data from ref 10] 
 
Solvent Temperature 
 oC 
Turnover 
number 
   sec –1 
 
10mM phosphate buffer, pH206.5 +20 1.9 x 105 
  +2  7 x 104 
 
 
60% DMSO/20% ethylene glycol  +20 1916 
  +2   447 
 -50    10 
 
 
70% Methanol/10% ethylene glycol -50   2.5 
 -90   0.038 
 -97   0.0032 
 
Table 2: Turnover numbers of catalase in cryosolvents 
[data from ref 6] 
 
